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See more at the OMSS website: www.omss.ca

12 February

From the
Editor
Greetings!
Before overviewing the content
of this issue, I’d be remiss if I
didn’t pass on my thanks to the
OMSS members who made this issue of THE JOURNAL
possible. Firstly, Frank MacKay, the past editor, who made the
transition between editors as seamless as can be. Secondly,
Scott Dummitt, both for his contributions and guidance drafting
this edition. Finally, Jeff Duncan for his instrumental assistance
with getting this to print. I couldn’t have done it without their help.
To begin, Scott kicks off this edition with a very helpful article on
using Prince August Moulds to create a variety of British and
Canadian bands. A very timely piece given the expense of the
hobby these days. Bob Thompson chronicles his trip to the
Chicago Toy Soldier Show – the “Mecca” of toy soldier shows if
you will. Scott, himself a veteran sailor with the Royal Canadian
Navy, provided another article on William Britain’s “Jack Tars &
Leathernecks” series, which, uniquely in the toy soldier world,
focusses on sailors and marines. Yours truly wrote an article on
a recent trip to the Vimy Ridge battlefield. Apropos since 2017
marks the centenary of this very important battle in Canadian
military history. Ian Pearson contributed two interesting articles
on lesser known subjects of the Battle of Waterloo. Finally, but
certainly not least, Jeff Duncan previews a movie based on
Operation ANTHROPOID, the Second World War mission to
assassinate SS General Reinhard Heydrich, and passes along
information about a large model figure show held every two
years in Bavaria. I hope you enjoy it!
As always, I am looking for more submissions. If you would like
to write me a letter, an article, a review, or simply share some
news, I’d be grateful.
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Cover Photo: The Taking of Vimy Ridge, Easter Monday, 1917 painted in 1919 by Richard
Jack (1866–1952). The Gunners are loading a 4.5-inch howitzer. The original painting is
currently on display at the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa, Ontario.

Letters to the Editor

Gee Charlie…. Sure hope
my letter gets to the editor
in time for the next edition!

Bloody hope so! It’s
awfully empty this time!
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President’s Message
by Jim Qualtrough
Welcome to the Ontario Model Soldier
Society's spring 2017 edition of our
journal. I want to thank Brendan
Hogan for his commitment in
producing his first edition, Brendan is
a serving member of our Canadian
military and has taken on our journal
as a passionate past time. We are
grateful for his dedication to our club
and extremely thankful for his service to our Country.
This journal is a piece of history. We have had a journal published many times over the past 55 years.
Some people have every journal since its inception. I want to thank Frank MacKay for his dedication to
many years as journal editor. He has done an amazing job bringing together many stories, history,
articles and tips involving hours and hours of his personal time. I appreciate the effort everyone has put
into contributing to this publication and I am sure you will enjoy reading the many different articles,
stories, tips and pictures.
I encourage everyone to join our Facebook group. If you are on Facebook, just search for the Ontario
Model Soldier Society group and ask to join us. Either Dave Norman or myself will let you join online
and start contributing. Don’t worry, I didn't know how to do it either, I walked to the next room and
asked one of my daughters to help. She did it in a matter of seconds. I just rolled my eyes, thanked her
and pretended I could have done it on my own after a while. Now I have posted many pictures of some
of my ongoing painting projects or latest purchases and enjoy reading other members entries from
around the world. Check it out.
Thank you for being a member of the OMSS. We enjoy getting together once a month at our meetings
at the Etobicoke Legion. We chat, trade, purchase and sell model soldiers. We always have an
interesting guest speaker and learn about knew tips and techniques in our hobby. See you at our next
meeting.
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Where the Hell Are the Guns?: A Soldier’s Eye View of the 1939-44
George S. Blackburn
McClelland & Stewart Inc.
1997
ISBN 0-7710-1504-6
reviewed by Bill Wyatt, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member
My first reaction to the title of Blackburn’s book was that it was the cry of a rifleman for help! But no, it
was the cry of those first gunners recruited in Canada for the guns to practice on instead of the logs
dug into the ground, and later, it was the cry in the dark sign-less lanes in Britain for lost troops of guns.
George Blackburn over the course of three books,
of which this is chronologically the first but last
published, tells the story of the 4th Regiment of the
Royal Canadian Artillery in the Second World War
as he experienced it. This volume covers the
period from the weeks just before war is declared
to the landing of the regiment in Normandy a few
days after D-Day. He tells the story in the historical
present which keeps the reader fully engaged in
the adventure. Although he was not with the
regiment until he arrived as a reinforcement in
England, the diaries of others and later interviews
with the gunners he served with fill this gap. These
same sources plus the post-war memoirs of
generals and the official histories supplement what
he saw to give a complete picture of the lives of the
gunners in the period covered by this volume.
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The early chapters cover the responses Blackburn
saw around him (as a reporter for the Ottawa
Journal living in Pembroke) to the news building
toward war and its impact on his personal life. It
moves on to the initial mobilization of the batteries
that will make up the 4th and the moving into
agricultural fair stables for barracks. The sad lack
of equipment and military clothing is vividly told.
The book proceeds to tell of camp life in Canada, shipping overseas, camp life in England, and training
on the 25-pounder guns that they finally received. Blackburn covers topics that most books on the war
leave out: the change in officers in the unit as upper echelons are built; the officer training that he faced
in Canada before being sent to fill one of those vacancies; how one incompetent officer was eventually
removed; how senior officers could set out to destroy you, and how one lone lieutenant acting as a
forward observation officer with the word “Victor” could bring down upon an enemy target all the guns of
the nine regiments of artillery in the Corps. Where the Hell Are the Guns? Provides a very real and
complete picture of the four and a half years in the 4th Regiment’s life between initial mobilization and
the deployment in Normandy. It should be read as preparation for George Blackburn’s The Guns of
Normandy and The Guns of Victory (both will be reviewed in the next issue of THE JOURNAL).

Toy Soldier/Movie Trivia
by Scott Dummitt, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member

LAST POST
The OMSS sadly marks the
passing of the following
members:
Harold Morrison
John Gauthier
Ken Hopgood
Scott Ryan

Photo from the Military Academy movie – Taps

Figures based off cadets from the Military Academy movie – Taps
Which of the Following Movies did not have a scene featuring
military miniatures? (Answers on page 8)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Murder at 1600 – Wesley Snipes
Miracle on 34th Street – Richard Attenborough 1994
Three Days of the Condor – Robert Redford
Babes in Toyland – Frankie Avalon
Taps – Timothy Hutton
Pirates of the Caribbean (At the World’s End) – Johnny
Depp

The Prince and I
by Scott Dummitt, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member
Prince August Moulds and myself go back a long way. I was 18 years old when I got my first set, so
we’re talking 43 years ago. I even remember my first mould; it was an 18th Century Musketeer figure
standing shooting. Believe it or not I still have it in my box of moulds. I thought I would approach this
subject as the days of buying a couple of dozen
figures to create a display of soldiers have gotten
rather expensive for most of us. It has also
gotten difficult to find the right bands that we
want for our display, and yet with a set of moulds
we can still create small armies at a rather
respectable cost.
With the use of a hot plate, a starter set and my
first mould I was able to create a firing line of
British soldiers representing a Royal regiment
from the French & Indian wars. Of course, the
same mould could be used for producing a
French regiment as well. The early sets of
moulds produced by Prince August Limited were
made in Ireland, and then shipped to Sweden for
packaging, so many of us believed that they
Pipes and Drums of the 2nd Battalion, The Royal Canadian
were a Swedish company. In fact, the owner of
Regiment, casted and painted by Scott Dummitt
the company, Lars Edman, is Swedish. The
factory is now found in Kilnamartyra, Macroom, Co. Cork, Ireland and both production and packaging
are done in the same place.
Most of Prince August Limited’s early
moulds were 40mm or 25mm figures,
and while you could do a lot of
moulding using lead weights, it didn’t
fulfill that need many of us wanted,
54mm. Then something wonderful
happened. The company started
producing 54mm moulds of Prussian
Seven Years war figures. While still
not an era I was deeply interested in, it was
The Mounted Band of the Blues & Royals, casted and
a start. Time at University, and an early 1st
painted by Scott Dummitt
marriage, took me away from the hobby for
a while. I still dabbled in trying to paint connoisseur style using Imrie/Risley miniatures and Airfix sets,
but as far as the toy soldier style went, that was out. Then something magical happened in the 1980s
when I was in the Navy. William Britain Limited came out with a ceremonial set of the Cameron
Highlanders and I was hooked once again. I also found John Tunstill’s Soldiers in the UK while on
leave and was able to not only purchase finished products, but could purchase the castings as well.
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This all lead back to me collecting Toy Soldiers again and getting involved with a group in Victoria, BC.
This round about story leads me back to Prince August Moulds.
While stationed at Esquimalt, I met a former Canadian Guardsman/PPCLI Officer named Steven
Brodsky. Steve was a wonderful gentleman and taught at Royal Roads Military College. At one of our
meetings Steve brought in the Colours and Escort of the Royal Roads Cadets. He had made the set
from a recently released 54mm set of moulds produced by Prince August Limited. I desperately wanted
to get my hands on this set of moulds as I could imagine doing countless regiments of Canadian &
British units. It would be another 5 or 6 years before I could find them. Remember there really was no
internet of home computers in the late 80’s.

Eventually I was transferred to
Ottawa after a trade transfer and
things didn’t start off to well while I
was there. I was frustrated with the military and my second marriage fell apart. It was a pretty low time
in my life and then I came across a small store in Norwood, Ontario that sold militaria, soldiers, and
prints. The gentleman who owned the store had some Prince August Limited 54mm moulds that he
wanted to sell off (they were used) of the Dragoons and Household Cavalry. I purchased these from
him and using tire balancing weights; I started moulding a Blues & Royal mounted band. I used any
band instrument arms that I had managed to scrounge or collect over the years and constructed the
tenor drums from cigar sleeve holders and wine bottle lead cork wrappings. A few months later I
showed the set to the store owner and he suggested I start making the figures for purchase. By this
time, I had also found the address for Prince August and had received a catalogue from them in the
Corps of Drums of the Canadian Guards, casted and
painted by Scott Dummitt
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mail. I may not have had a lot of extra cash at that time, but using the Prince August moulds and a little
ingenuity, I was able to start getting back in the hobby. It also started me off with my own business.
In 1996 I created figures for the Canadian War Museum and sold them on consignment in their small
souvenir shop in the old location. This also lead to my first contract for figures when I was approached
by Marty Lane of the Governor General Foot Guards kit shop to create 100 sets of a Guardsman and
Sentry Box for their 125th Anniversary. While I produced the Guardsmen from the Prince August “Toy
Soldiers on Parade” moulds, I purchased 100 W. Britain sentry boxes from OMSS member Richard
Malott. Dick told me later that it was the largest single sentry box order that Britains had ever had. If you
look at the official GGFG web page today, you can see that they still have some of my sets in stock.
Today I only use the basic body to start
creating figures for my business and all figures
are cast using lead free pewter. Using spare
heads, and Milliput you can make a lot of
different figures with the basic moulds. All of
the PRIDE OF THE NATION figures that I
produce have been built off of the headless,
armless figure you can cast using Prince
August. The great things about these sets are
you really are only limited by your imagination
and your abilities. Casting figures and painting
them gives you the ability once again to create
large groupings for a fraction of the price that
finished products cost. Some of my personal
creations are the Corps of Drums Canadian
REME Staff Band, casted and painted by Scott Dummitt
Guards, REME Staff Band, the RCN
Stadacona Band, the Corps of Drums Fort Henry Guard, the mounted band of the Blues & Royals,
“Brock’s Last Charge” and countless other figures. The Corps of Drums Canadian Guards set has
extremely strong feelings for me. I had started the figures around 2006, but had put them aside. Then in
late 2007 I decided to finish them off and put them in the 2008 OMSS competition. I had found a
wooden side drum rim to use on the display base and my Dad took the time to strip it and sand it for
me. This was our last project together as my Dad passed away early in 2008. I finished the project for
the show that year and if you look at our OMSS pamphlet you can see that the unit is the center photo.
Yes, the Prince and I have had a long relationship together. I expect it will continue until my hands
aren’t steady enough to hold the moulding ladle or a paint brush.
Trivia Answers
1. Wesley Snipes is creating a Civil War battle diorama in his living room.
2. Actor Joss Ackland (Playing the evil owner of Shoppers Express has them on is desk
3. Max Von Sydow is painting figures in one scene.
4. This is a no brainer; the villain enlarges toy soldiers to create a private army
5. There are no toy soldiers in this one. This is the trick to the question.
6. There is a scene where the head of the East Indian company has dozens of 18th Century figures on
his desk.
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A NOOB IN CHICAGO
by Bob Thompson, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member
The Chicago Toy Soldier Show
… I’d dreamed about going
someday but never really thought
I’d do it. Then out of the blue, my
buddy Dennis calls and suggests
a road trip. I counter with a
suggestion of a short plane ride
but he reminds me that metal is
heavy (indicating that we might
be limited in our return carrying
capacity). I think to myself all of
my anticipated purchases would
easily tuck into my suitcase but
then I concede that driving would
be much cheaper.

Room Trading! … Rooms and rooms full of
beds and tables covered in vintage and new
toy soldiers.
Travel day comes. I set my alarm early,
leave my house at 3:30am, pick up
Dennis and it’s off to Chicago! With a
few stops for food and fuel, before we
know it, we arrive at the Hyatt Regency
Schaumburg, after a mere 15-hour
drive. (Oops, did I forget to say that we
live in Ottawa, Canada … which is
nowhere close to Chicago?). It was
actually a great drive until about two
hours outside of Chicago when we
realize that we’re in rush hour. During
the two hours of stop and go traffic, we
got to see our only views of the
Chicago skyline go by … the show is
actually in a suburb on the far side of
Chicago.
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After finding our room, what else could
we do after such a long grueling drive
but … shop for toy soldiers! Yes, room
trading! I’d read about this phenomenon
in the magazines but had never

Room Trading! … many rooms went beyond just offering
items for sale, exhibits were plentiful! … However, this was
the only bed with a working model railroad.

experienced the joys of room
trading. When we arrived at the
hotel, in the foyer there was a
welcome table where they gave us
a paper listing all the rooms that
were open as mini stores by
dealers and manufacturers. There
were 130 rooms on the list,
covering two floors of the hotel. As
it was Thursday evening and the
show itself was on Sunday, we
realized we were already a day late
in our shopping! As a first timer, I
was awestruck by the magnitude of
the event. Dennis, a Chicago show
veteran, was more restrained. I
was in a frenzy of purchasing
before things closed down for the
night. My joy was heightened when
I realized that in our drive we had
crossed a time zone and I actually
had one extra hour of shopping!
The next four days were a blur of
buying. The car never left the hotel
parking lot. We didn’t see any of Chicago …
in fact we only left the hotel two times to

OMSS member Bob Thompson at the Chicago
Show on Sunday eyeing up a scale landing craft
with the deck filled with 1/32 vehicles. (No, I
didn’t buy it … too hard to explain to customs
officials, and the wife.)

Ken Olsen of Britains in the hotel foyer with an
amazing display of dioramas.
walk across the parking
lot to the closest
restaurant. I did
succumb once to toy
soldier shopping fatigue
and decided to walk
across the parking lot to
a huge shopping centre.
After the worst fast food
lunch ever, I realized I
was wasting precious
time and scurried back to
the hotel to carry on with
my quest to visit all the
rooms on the list. In this
endeavour I failed.
Although I methodically
checked off every room I
visited (some twice or
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many times), by
Sunday show day I
still had many
rooms unexplored.
Although at the
Show I saw many
of the vendors
from the previous
days of room
trading, there were
just as many new
vendors.
When it was all
over, the fullness
of the car made
me appreciate
Dennis’ wise
caution about
limited carrying
capacity if flying.

Some of Bob’s higher end purchases … A great Ducal RCR Drum &
Bugle Corps ($120US) … A First Legion British Napoleonic figure
($60US - I’ve always wanted just one) … A wonderful Blackhawk
Young Napoleon (on rocking horse - $33US) … and a Roman
Legionnaire made by Seil Models from China ($31US – great quality
for the money).
We actually brought back some purchases
for a fellow Ottawa collector who was
flying! Although I try to limit my toy soldier
buying to themes around Canadian military
history, by the end of the show I had
acquired a large, diverse, and eclectic
selection of toy soldier items.
Some of Bob’s plastic treasures acquired
… A marvelous Conte articulated Greek
figure …. Some unique War of 1812
swoppet figures …. A big bag of 1” ‘Battle
of the Alamo’ figures ($10US) … with
sheets of paper soldiers and circus
figures in the background.
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Found among my many purchases were: a
Charlie Chaplan figure; some unusual War
of 1812 swoppet figures; a box of late
1890’s German flats; paper soldier sheets;
Conte plastic Greeks; a young Napoleon
(on a rocking horse); a Britains coffee mug;
a Frontline fur trappers canoe set; a
Jenkins death of Montcalm set; a lovely set

of a nun with school children on an outing; and an impressive number of reference books.
Aside from my (slightly exaggerated) purchasing expedition, the Chicago Toy Soldier Show was a
remarkable opportunity to meet manufacturers and vendors I had read about, and to make many new
friends from the collecting community. I heartily recommend that everyone with an interest in any
aspect of toy soldier collecting make the trip, at least once.

Some of Bob’s metal treasure finds … A lovely little set of a nun with school girls on an outing
($20US) … 4 beautiful older War of 1812 figures cast and painted by Dick Pielin – ($40US – I HAD to
have them) … A very old little box by Ernst Heinrichsen Nurnberg Germany with an endless collection
of panted Napoleonic flats ($30US) ... with sheets of paper soldiers in the background.
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In case you’re wondering:
33rd Chicago To Soldier Show
Saturday 24 September 2017
General Admission $8
Hyatt Regency Schaumburg
1800 East Gold Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
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“Jack Tars and Leathernecks” a Look at William Britain Limited’s Nautical Tribute
by Scott Dummitt, Ontario Model Soldier Society
Member
“Jack Tars & Leathernecks” is a fairly new line of 60
mm matte painted figures that William Britain Limited
introduced in 2014. I decided to do a review of this
line because we were fortunate enough to see some
of the early pre-production figures at “ON PARADE”
2014 and as it was unusual for a company to focus
solely on a line of Sailor and Marine figures.
First off what are “Jack Tars” and “Leathernecks”?
The term “Jack Tar” originated in the United Kingdom
during the days of sailing ships. It referred to the
seamen who served in the Merchant or Royal Navy,
and eventually to the Empire Navies (Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand) sailors. By the time of
the First World War members of the United States
Navy also used the term to refer to themselves. Other
forms of the term were “Jolly Jack Tar” or just plain
“Jack”. An interesting fact was that the flag at the bow
of a war ship would eventually become known as a
ship’s “Jack”. The etymology of the original word has
been attributed to a couple of common factors: (a) when sailors wore their hair long, they would use fat
to fashion their hair into a ponytail, and then smear it with tar to prevent it from getting caught in the
ships equipment or when going into action, and (b)
another point of origin may be the fact that before
the invention of waterproof clothing, tar was used to
waterproof their clothes before deployments. This
later led to the invention of a waterproof fabric called
tarpaulin. “Jack Tar” is not a derogatory term and so
most traditional sailors do not mind when the term is
directed towards them.
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“Leathernecks” refers to Marines, and in particular
members of the United States Marine Corps. Terms
more indicative towards the Royal Marines were
“Bootneck”, same as a “Leatherneck” and “Lobster
13016 - "Pressed For Service" - British Royal Navy
Back”, which referred to the red jackets of the early
Press Gang, 1805-1815
marine infantry. U.S. Marines, as did Royal Marines,
wore a stiff leather collar on their uniforms in the days of sail. This was partly due to the 19th century
military fashion trends and because it tended to aid in the serviceman keeping his head in the correct
position when sighting his musket barrel at that time. It was also said that it improved the military
bearing and appearance of enlisted men as well. The leather collar aided in the prevention of sword
blows to the neck when in action at sea or ashore. While the stiff leather collar is no longer used, the
dress uniform of the World’s many Marine Corps still tend to bear a high fastened collar to this very

day. At this time, there are approximately 60 countries in the world that have
a Marine Corps or Naval Infantry Unit. While any marine would surely give
you an ear full, at the very least when it’s pointed out, marines are a branch
of the Navy.
“Jack Tars and Leathernecks” is one of William Britain Limited’s General
Manager Ken Osen’s pet projects. Ken felt that the Museum Collection
series of U.S. marines had done so well that he wanted to expand the series
to include Sailors and Marines from around the world. Initially the Museum
Collection had produced a U.S. Continental Marine (10017) and War of
1812/Barbary Coast Marine (10018). It then grew to include Marines from
years 1833, 1859, 1898, WWI, 1920’s, WWII, Korea, and Vietnam. The first
figures in “Jack Tars and Leathernecks” represented a British Marine Officer
1780 (13000), when the British marines still had white facings and before
being granted the prefix “Royal”, and a U.S. Marine (13001) in full
ceremonial dress uniform. Both are splendid looking figures and it is easy to
see why the U.S.M.C. uniform has often been said to be the most
impressive dress military uniform in the world. The first two figures were
released in August 2014. Britains had also released at that time photos of
future figures announced for the new series. They included: Royal Marine
King’s Squad 1970’s (13002), U.S. Marine in Green Winter
13005 - British Royal Navy Sailor
Service Dress, WWII (13003), British Royal Marine, 1805
with Rum Rations, 1940's
No.1 (13004), British Royal Navy Sailor with Rum Rations, 1940's
(13005), U.S. Navy Sailor in Blue Winter Service Dress No.1 (13006),
U.S. Navy Sailor in Blue Winter Service Dress No.2 (13007), U.S.
Marine, Vietnam War, 1966-68 No.1 (13008), Royal Navy Sailor c.
1800 (13010) RN Wren Officer (13012) and a Press Gang set (13016)
plus several more. A figure of Admiral Nelson (13028) will be released
in the Spring of 2017.
For the most part the figures are well done. Figure 13005, British
Royal Navy Sailor, needed some additional work as the hat is more
indicative of a World War One ratings cap and the badges should be
either red or gold. I’m not sure why they have introduced another
Vietnam era figure as there was one in the Museum Collection series
already however this may be so that collectors can attribute the new
Vietnam figure to the new series. I was particularly pleasantly
surprised with the U.S. Sailor in Blue Winter service dress 13006 as
the dress cap is rarely seen on any USN figure, yet it makes for a nice
appearance. When Disney introduced Donald Duck with the dress blue
cap, it seemed to cause resentment within the USN enlisted ranks and
so more and more sailors tended to wear the white “Dixie Cup”.
13017 - "On Watch" - German U-Boat
Crewman and Captain, WWII
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Britain’s could do well with this series if they take the time to listen to
their collectors and dealers and produce figures from other countries
besides the U.S. and U.K. I believe that the three major Commonwealth Navies all performed above
and beyond during WWII. Canada did 48% of the convoy duty in the North Atlantic and the RCN had its

own theatre of operation. The Royal Australian Navy supported the USN with cruisers and small ships
in the Pacific theatre and the Royal New Zealand Navy acquitted itself admirably in action against the
pocket battleship Graf Spee when it manned the cruiser HMS Achilles (part of the New Zealand
Division of the Royal Navy). In addition, it would be a great asset to the hobby if some of the Marine
ceremonial uniforms and No. 1 Navy uniforms were produced. Figures of the Royal Netherlands
Marines, the Brazilian Marines, an Irish Navy Rating or a piper from the French Navy would be great
additions to the hobby. Hopefully William Britain Limited will develop a broad spectrum of the Worlds
maritime forces and not just the major countries. It’s also up to the collectors out there that want to see
more variety done to contact William Britain Limited directly to get this point across.
For more on this exciting new line of figures, go to the William Britain Limited web site at:
http://www.wbritain.com/home.cfm or email the company at: wbinfo@wbritain.com. William Britain
Limited can also be contacted by mail or phone at:
The Good Soldier, LLC
dba W. Britain
10420 Geiser Road
Holland, Ohio 43528
Phone: (419) 865-5077
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Vimy at 100
by Brendan Hogan
9 Aril 2017 will mark the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Vimy
Ridge (9-12 April 1917). Although its military significance continues
to be debated by historians, the battle did mark the first engagement
in which all four division of the Canadian Corps attacked together,
albeit under the command of British Lieutenant-General Sir Julian
Byng, not Canadian
Major-General Sir
Arthur Currie as is so
often assumed, and
heavily supported by
British guns, staff
officers, and logistical
units. Since the Great
War, Vimy has been
made a symbol of Canadian national achievement and
sacrifice. Success during the battle cannot be attributed
to the alleged “pluck” of Dominion troops, but rather to a
combination of tactical and technical innovation,
extensive training, meticulous planning, and effective
artillery
support.

Author on left in front of the Vimy
Memorial

The battle,
which took
Fire-step Canadian trench at Vimy
place from 9
to 12 April 1917, was part of the opening phase of the
British-led Battle of Arras, a diversionary attack for the
French Nivelle offensive. The objective of the Canadian
Corps was to take control of the German-held high ground
atop Vimy Ridge. This would ensure that the British units
attacking further south could advance without suffering
German enfilade fire. The Corps captured most of the ridge
during the first day of the attack. The town of Thélus fell
during the second day of the attack, as did the crest of the
ridge once the Canadian Corps overcame a salient against
considerable German resistance. The final objective,
known as The Pimple, was secured by Canadian troops on
12 April.

Canadian communications tunnel beneath
Vimy Ridge
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In my third year as an officer cadet at the Royal Military
College of Canada (February 2015), I had the privilege to
participate in the annual battlefield tour to visit First and

Second World War battlefields in
France and Belgium. Although we
walked many important battlefields
in Canadian military history –
Second Ypres, Passchendaele,
Dieppe, Juno Beach – the highlight
for me was definitely Vimy Ridge.
Although as previously mentioned
the battle did little to impact the
outcome of the Great War, it is still
an impressive Canadian victory.
The battlefield is meticulously
preserved. The original trenches
have been preserved with sandbags
No Man’s Land marked
made from concrete and you can
with shell craters
even go down into the tunnels that
the troops used to move around the battlefield accompanied by a Parks Canada battlefield guide. A
lesser known part of the battlefield that is definitely worth a visit is the site of the German battery at
Farbus Wood. The bunkers that the Germans placed the guns in still exist, and you can see why the 1st
Canadian Division had to capture them to ensure the overall
success of the attack.
Every visit to the battlefield naturally ends at the impressive
Vimy Memorial. Sculpted by Walter Seymour Allward and
dedicated by King Edward VIII in 1936, it is a fitting tribute to
the thousands of Canadian soldiers who died fighting in
France during the Great War who have no known grave.
Standing in front of the monument, I couldn’t help but be
awed by it. It is a place that every Canadian should visit.
I’d recommend visiting the battlefield when it is less busy
outside of the regular tourist season to allow for a more
personal exploration of the ground. However, people wishing
to attend the centenary commemorations of the battle this
month must register with Veterans Affairs Canada due to
current heightened security concerns in France.
http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/history/firstworld-war/vimy-ridge/100-anniversary

German gun emplacement, Farbus Wood
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Ammunition for the Guards
Private Brewster, Royal Waggon Corps; contributed by Ian Pearson, Ontario Model Soldier Society
Member
During the Battle of Waterloo one man saved the Guards from being forced out of the Hougoumont
Farm at a critical time of the battle.
In the History of the Third Guards
(Scot Guards) the following was
stated about the action at Waterloo “During the afternoon the Adjutant,
Captain Berkeley Drummond
realized that the musket ammunition
was running short, and with the help
of Colonel Seymour of the Staff,
found a tumbril containing
ammunition from the Waggon Train,
and the river with great gallantry
drove straight down to the Chateau
under heavy fire and with his wagon
already alight. Colonel Seymour
afterwards said “I feel convinced to
that man’s service, the Guards owe
their ammunition.”
Private Gregory Brewster rode that
ammunition wagon through the
French lines. One can only imagine
what he experienced but what he
accomplished saved the Guards
from being pushed out of the farm.
With the Guards there, Napoleon had a thorn in his side and Wellington had an important strategic
point which to delay and harass the French advance. That alone may have saved the Battle of
Waterloo from becoming a French victory. The importance of Brewster’s heroic action is for historians
to debate, however the extract from the Third Guards history clearly gives the importance of his actions.
Later, Brewster exchanged to the Third Guards, became a Corporal and was awarded a special medal
by the regiment for his courage. Had medals for gallantry existed at the time he would have surely been
awarded a Victoria Cross.
1799 appears to be the first mention of the Royal Waggon Corps. The Army list gives the title as Royal
Waggon Corps but in 1803 Royal Waggon Train was settled upon and became the junior mounted
corps. The Corps importance was seen and used by Wellington and he did everything he could to keep
the Corps from being disbanded in 1833.
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English modeler,
Ian Weekley was
commissioned in
the 1980s to build
a diorama of
Brewster’s famous
action and was
based on the
painting by
Charles Stadden
in the RCT HQ
Officers Mess.
The model
became part of
the Regimental
Museum of the
Royal Corps of
Transport at
Part of Ian Weekley’s excellent diorama showing Private Brewster arriving with the
Aldershot. The
ammunition wagon and the closing of the North Gates.
diorama was
(Photo
Modelling,
1985,
page of
341)
featured in the May 1985
issue Credit:
MilitaryMilitary
Modelling
focusingMay
on the
closing
the North Gate from which
Brewster had just entered at the gallop and his wagon on fire.
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Wellington’s Smallest Victory
contributed by Ian Pearson, Ontario Model Soldier Society
Member
“Siborne’s desire for fame and fortune conflicted with
Wellington’s wish to maintain his power and glory.” This
appears to be the whole problem with the model. While the
Duke did, but not until the very near completion of the
model, grant Siborne a private audience and only then a
short one. But Siborne for whatever reason did not attend
the meeting. Why will be never really know but it may have
changed his life and financial situation. Regardless of this
Wellington could have offered Siborne much more help from
the beginning and the model would have been built in half
the time and people would have flocked to see it knowing
that Wellington had been a source of information and
benefactor of the project. Siborne on the other hand
seemed to be so engrossed in the project and getting very detail right seemed to forget from time to
time who’s victory this was and failed to “give a bit.” An unequal duel of egos.
Putting all that aside, Captain William Siborne will be remembered as one of the finest model maker
and diorama builders, considering the time the model was made, and deserves recognition in model
soldier history.
He was born in Greenwick,
Kent, 1797 and became a
brilliant topographer,
investigator, and researcher
who gained admission to the
Royal Military College later
commissioned into the 9th
Foot (The Norfolk Regiment).
His regiment became part
Army of Occupation in France
where he remained until
1817. By 1826 he was
working as Assistant Military
Secretary to the C-in-C of
Ireland at Kilmainham, near
Dublin. He saw the need for
better training of officers and
became a strong supporter of
using models of battles as a training tool. His diorama of the Battle of Borodino consolidated his
reputation and brought him to the attention of the War Office. It would this recognition in 1830 when he
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was offered the responsibility to create a model of the Battle of Waterloo and set him a collision course
with the Duke of Wellington.
This diorama was to be the main exhibit of the new United Services Museum and a memorial to
Wellington's crowning victory. Siborne undertook the commission but the War Office reneged on their
offer to fund the project but he completed the assignment at his own expense. He spent eight months
on the battlefield of Waterloo making meticulous notes and sketches of the topography. He also
interviewed survivors on both sides including French, German, British and Dutch armies.
He was intent on
portraying the state
of affairs at the
Wellington’s Smallest Victory: The
moment of victory
Duke, the Model Maker and the
and set the time of
Secret of Waterloo
the diorama 7 p.m.
It went on display
Peter Hofschroer 2004
in 1838 and
showed the true
Faber and Faber Limited, London,
position of the
UK
combatants with
ISBN: 571-21769-9
48,000 Prussian
troops actively engaged. The finished model measured 24 feet
by 19 and included over 70,000 hand-painted lead soldiers.
Siborne's model was a magnificent achievement, but he
reckoned without the extreme displeasure of Wellington and his
sycophantic supporters. This was bad news for Siborne, who
suffered immensely for his honesty of purpose.
OMSS members interested in this
fascinating story can earn more from:

Wellington did not like sharing the glory that Blucher's
Prussians were properly due. At 7 p.m., the Germans were in
the right rear of the French position staging their final assault
on the Village of Pancenoit. Wellington made no mention of the
massive arrival of his Prussian allies at 4.30 in the afternoon
and deeply resented the junior officer deflating what he claimed was his rightful victory. Siborne may
have been right but it showed a superior officers gross error of omission. It did not go over well.
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Siborne had his supporters and he did get an appointment to the post of Adjutant of the Royal Military
Asylum, Chelsea. Reports say he died in poverty but that may not be true as during the five years he
served on the staff of the RMA, he and his family enjoyed comfortable quarters on the premises with an
annual salary of £120 (an excellent salary for the time). Nevertheless, he was never paid for his work.
He did though publish A History of the War in France in 1815, based on his research for his diorama.
He never seemed to get a break but his legacy of the diorama is excellent display of a gentleman who
suffered greatly at the hands of British senior officers. Captain Siborne, one-time Adjutant of the RMA,
was vindicated and must look at Wellington for his monstrous ego and his failure to share his victory
with his Prussian allies, but more roundly for exercising his immense influence to demean a gallant and
scholarly junior officer.

Did you catch it at the local picturehouse?
contributed by Jeff Duncan, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member
Synopsis: Based on the
extraordinary true story of Operation
ANTHROPOID, the WWII mission
to assassinate SS General
Reinhard Heydrich, the main
architect behind the Final Solution
and the Reich's third in command
after Hitler and Himmler.
Background story: Op
ANTHROPOID was the code name
for the assassination of SS General
Reinhard Heydrich, head of the
Reich Main Security Office, RSHA,
the combined security services of
Nazi Germany, and acting
Reichsprotektor of the Protectorate
of Bohemia and Moravia. The
operation was carried out in Prague
on 27 May 1942 after having been
prepared by the British Special
Operations Executive with the
approval of the Czechoslovak
government-in-exile. Wounded in
the attack, Heydrich died of his
injuries on 4 June 1942. His death
led to a wave of merciless reprisals
by German SS troops, including the
destruction of villages and the killing
of civilians. ANTHROPOID was the
only successful assassination of a
senior Nazi leader during World
War II.
Heydrich was one of the most
powerful men in Nazi Germany and
an important figure in the rise of Adolf Hitler; as a Nazi potentate, he was given overall charge of the socalled Final Solution of the Jews in Europe. Despite the risks, the Czechoslovaks decided to undertake
the operation to help confer legitimacy on Edvard Beneš's government-in-exile in London, as well as for
retribution against Heydrich's harsh rule.
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Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blAKCJcXC5c

Results of the Ontario Model Soldier Society 2016 ON PARADE Show Annual Competition
Certificate of Merit:
1) Scott Dummitt
– The American
Revolution
From Our Side
Bronze Awards:
1) Phil Andrews –
1st Division
CAMC
2) Jeff Duncan –
Viva
Independence
3) Frank MacKay
– Legionnaire
Titus Pullo
4) Carl Mills – 400
Squadron F86
Maintenance
5) Steve Rollason
– Knights in
Shining Armour
6) Bruce
Sundstrom – The Pipes Are Playing & Vietnam 1970
7) Bill Wyatt – The British Army Can Make Any Man Into A Soldier
Silver Awards:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Phil Andrews – 1st Canadian Para in Action
Bryan Campbell & Joe DeBono – Blood and Fire
Lance Darlow – Red Baron, Mine Detectors, Winter 1944, &Cautious Retreat
John Hambly – Chadwick’s Toy Store
Alex Monsour – Australian Light Horse
Bruce Sundstrom – Bergepanther 1944

Gold Awards:
1) Lance Darlow – That’s Not Your Apple, World War II Figures, & World War I Trench (Best of
Show As picked by the judges & Club’s Choice As voted by the attendees)
2) Les Eslary – The Afrika Korps May 1942
3) Andrew Laschuk – Rest Stop
4) Jim Leatch – Battle of Rossbach
5) Jim Qualtrough – Parade on the Tarmac
6) Don Ritchie – Old Quebec
7) Bruce Sundstrom – We Band of Brothers &What Sorcery is This?
8) John Wong – American Volunteer Group
9) Bill Wyatt – Tiger Hunt, Ladies Night in the Officers’ Mess
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Congratulations to all the award winners and thanks to all the participants in this year’s competition. In
addition to the competition entries, some of our members brought out some very fine displays. These
involved literally hundreds of figures and are always a great addition to the visual appeal and interest of
the show. They deserve our special thanks for their participation: Guy Elliott, Jim Matresky, Jim
Qualtrough, Tom Elliot, Dave Norman, Norm White, Brian Holly, Ian Pearson, Bill Wyatt, Gary Lenius,
and Geoff Price.

Zinnfigurenbörse Kulmbach
Contributed by Jeff Duncan, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member
Jeff Duncan passed this message along to me, which might be interest to any
OMSS members who will be travelling to Europe this summer:
Heidi and I have a family friend that lives about two hours away from this show in
southern Bavaria. It takes place once every two years with the next one on 11-13
August 2017. It is one of the largest shows in Europe with over 200 dealers and
600 entries for competition from over 20 countries. The attached photos (not our
friends but found them on Facebook) are simply some of the best painted figures I
have ever seen. Take a look and enjoy.
What’s even better… it takes place in the Plassenburg Castle one of the largest
and in Germany that has a toy soldier museum of over 300,000 figures on five
floors of displays! I think a OMSS road (and air) trip is in order!
More information, albeit in German, can be found at:
http://plassenburg.de/de/zinnfigurenboerse/zinnfigurenboerse/zinnfigurenboerse2015
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